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Formaspace Design Engineers work with you to build a custom 

workbench system designed to improve workflow and efficiency

Formaspace offers decades of experience in conducting site surveys, 

or lean assessments for industrial facilities

Our installers are tenured Formaspace employees who know the 

ends and outs of the parts and systems. Installers travel nationwide to 

ensure a quick and safe assembly and installation

Choose powder coating over paint. Formaspace has the largest 

powder coating booth in all of Central TX

Our large-scale custom manufacturing capability is ideally suited for 

the execution of large and complex furniture needs. Ready to meet 
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Frank Bucher
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Contacts

Debora Zack

National Sales Manager
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TIPS Contract #200301
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Tax ID # 14-1962605

DUNS: 057532830

CAGE: 3GA74

NAICS: 337127

Company Info

American manufacturer of lab furniture located in 

Austin, Texas.

Started specializing in laboratory and industrial 

projects in 1981.

Focus on innovative solutions and cost-saving 

manufacturing processes.

Solutions for any type of challenge. Including wet 

lab, dry (tech) lab, industrial facilities & office 

applications.

Highly customized product solutions available.

Standard products shipped in as little as 5-15 days.

Best in class warranty including installation.

About Applications
Hospitals

Universities

Testing labs

Manufacturing facilities

Cleanrooms

ESD workbench requirements

Abiomed

DELL

Capitol One Labs

Roche

GM

CVS

Amazon

Google

Lockheed Martin

Select Clients



Height adjustable options (manual hydraulic, automatic hydraulic, adjustable legs). 

Options to add lower shelves (full depth or half depth) & storage (drawers, cabinets, cubbies).

Fully welded steel frame supports 1000 lbs (1.5" tubular steel) or 1500 lbs (2" tubular steel) weight capacity. 

Available accessories include casters, monitor mounts, CPU bracket, keyboard tray, power strip, cable 

management, grommet, and more. 

Custom lab upgrades such as sinks, faucets, backsplash, eyewash, ESD kits, etc. 

Standard product, select from stocked materials. Lead time 3 weeks.

Modified product, select from additional sizes and materials. Lead time 3-4 weeks.

Custom product requires collaboration with our design team. Lead time 10-12 weeks.

Basix™ can be retrofitted to Benchmarx™ or Bench Plus™ as needed.  

Foot options including levelers, 

casters, and anti-vibration solutions. 

9 countertop options. 

16 powder coat finish options.

Made in Austin, TX.

1100 East Howard Lane, #400

Austin, TX 78753
 https://formaspace.com

design.consultant@formaspace.com

800-251-1505

Standart Technical Workbench

Formaspace Basix™ industrial-strength benches are 

popularly used as flexible workstations within open work 

environments. The Basix™ workbench is our most flexible 

workbench, usable in a wide variety of mission-specific 

applications requiring open access and extensive 

workspace.  

Basix™ workbenches exceed industry standards and 

include the highest quality materials for lasting 

durability, and it can be used by multiple people for 

various purposes. Because the Basix™ is the starting 

point of all standard products, it can be retrofitted to 

Benchmarx™ or Bench Plus™ as facility needs change. 

Personalize your Basix™ in 3D or contact our Design 

Consultants for more information.

BASIX™
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Standart Technical Workbench

BASIX™

Countertop Colors
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The Benchmarx™ is our most popular workbench for its high 

durability, task-specificity, and variety of modular, custom options. 

Benchmarx™ tables are popular in electronics and chemical 

laboratory applications as well as repetitive task functions. This 

upper unit supports accessories, shelves, and cabinets. 

Benchmarx™ is ideal for laboratory technicians whose work is 

focused on lab bench activities or in industrial facilities looking for a 

complete furniture system to streamline productivity. Like other 

Formaspace workbenches, Benchmarx™ easily integrates into 

conveyor systems and accommodates specialized lab or industrial 

equipment. The Benchmarx™ keeps frequently used materials 

organized as well. Many Benchmarx™ applications run multiple 

shifts – when this bench includes an adjustable height component, 

your tallest and shortest employees can comfortably use the same 

workstation. Configure your Benchmarx™ in 3D or contact us to get 

started on your furniture project

Customizable Modular Workbench

BENCHMARX™

CPU bracket, keyboard tray, power strip, cable management, grommet, bin rail, pegboard, roller bar, and more. 

Fully welded steel frame supports 1000 lbs (1.5" tubular steel)  or 1500 lbs (2" tubular steel) weight capacity. 

Available accessories such as casters, monitor mounts, light, 

Foot options include levelers, casters, and anti-vibration solutions. 

Custom lab upgrades such as sinks, faucets, backsplash, eyewash, ESD kits, etc.  . 

Standard product, select from stocked materials. Lead time 3 weeks. 

Custom product requires collaboration with our design team. Lead time 6-10 weeks

Modified product, select from additional sizes and materials. Lead time 34-6 weeks.

Height adjustable options (manual hydraulic, automatic hydraulic, adjustable legs). 

Options to add lower & upper shelves and storage. (carries up to 300 lbs.).

Options to add upper shelves and storage (carries up to 300 lbs).

9 countertop options. 

16 powder coat finish options.

Made in Austin, TX.
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BENCHMARX™
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Customizable Modular Workbench

BENCHMARX™
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Height adjustable options (manual hydraulic, automatic hydraulic, adjustable legs). 

Options to add lower shelves (full depth or half depth) & storage (drawers, cabinets, cubbies). 

Fully welded steel frame supports 1000 lbs (1.5" tubular steel) or 1500 lbs (2" tubular steel) weight capacity. 

Custom lab upgrades such as sinks, faucets, backsplash, eyewash, ESD kits, etc. 

Bench Plus™ can be retrofitted to Benchmarx™ as the facility needs change. 

Standard product, select from stocked materials.  Lead time 3 weeks. 

Modified product, select from additional sizes and materials. Lead time 4-6 weeks.

Custom product requires collaboration with our design team. Lead time 6-10 weeks.

Available accessories include casters, monitor mounts, light, CPU bracket, keyboard tray, power strip, 

cable management, grommet, and more. 

Foot options including levelers, casters, 

and anti-vibration solutions. 

9 countertop options. 

16 powder coat finish options.

Made in Austin, TX.

Bench Plus™ is a Basix™ workbench with the addition of 

a fixed shelf above the worksurface. Select your 

materials from the same standard surface materials, 

powder coat colors, and accessories. The Bench Plus™ 

is often used as reception desks as well as in sample 

processing labs. The addition of a fixed, easy-to-reach 

shelf for frequently used tools, equipment, and supplies 

transforms your Basix™ solution into a Bench Plus™. 

Bench Plus™ is ideal for a moderate amount of storage 

per workstation. Order your furniture system with a 

Bench Plus™ by contacting your Design Consultant 

today.

Workbench Plus Fixed Shelf

BENCH PLUS™
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Workbench Plus Fixed Shelf

BENCH PLUS™
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CASEWORK

Formaspace design consultants will work with you to build an efficient, low-maintenance 

lab, whether you are finishing out an entire building or remodeling part of your lab. We will 

work with your existing laboratory floor plan, or we can design casework layouts from 

scratch. 

The laboratory furniture industry has moved from all fixed casework in lab spaces, to fixed 

casework on the perimeters with benching in center areas, to mostly modular furniture 

throughout the lab. Once you’ve decided which of these approaches makes the most sense 

for you, Formaspace will work with you to design and install your lab on time and on budget.

MODULAR WORKBENCH VS CASEWORK

REPURPOSE

MODULAR LAB FURNITURE FIXED CASEWORK

Components are replaceable Permanently installed.
Limited ability to repurpose

RELOCATE Can be moved to any location Not available

Mobile with casters Not available

3-4 weeks. Expedited
shipping available 8-12 weeks

SHIPPING & INSTALL TIME 2-10 days (USA) 2-4 weeks (USA)

TOTAL COST OF OWNER (TCO) Higher TCO

TAX BENEFITS

Lower TCO

Depreciation of 39 yearsDepreciation of 7 years

MOBILITY

PRODUCTION TIME
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Lower storage options available (cabinets, drawers, waste disposal, 

vacuum pump cabinets, and more).

Upper adjustable shelving components with 5 different materials. 

Can be equipped with up to 3 service options such as gas, 

water, air, as well as embedded data and power utilities. 

Available accessories such as monitor mounts, light, 

CPU bracket, keyboard tray, power strip, cable management, 

grommet, and more. 

9 countertops options. 

16 powder coat finishes available. 

Made in Austin, TX.

Triton™ is an Integrated Lab Services Bench that offers 

configurable services such as lab fixtures to deliver 

gas, water, and air utilities to the workspace alongside 

data and electrical power. 

Triton™ is a modular benching system that is 

architecturally specified for enterprise-level 

laboratories. 

For installation, put it in place and connect the service 

fixtures to overhead or underhead service carriers or 

panels. 

Integrated Lab Services Bench

TRITON™
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Integrated Lab Services Bench

TRITON™
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Integrated Lab Services Bench

TRITON™
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Included systems parts are end frames, center frame, upper h-frame, intermediate frame, bottom floor frame, 

PVC extrusion, shelf brackets, and demising panels. 

Upper adjustable shelving components with 3 different depths (12", 15", 18") and 5 different materials. 

3-in-1 modular lab partition units that can be used as partition walls, islands, or twin lab benches.

Custom lab upgrades such as sinks, faucets, backsplash, eyewash, ESD kits, etc.

Add accessories such as monitor mounts, light, CPU bracket,

keyboard tray, power strip, cable management, grommet, and more.

Add mobile pedestals and task-specific chairs for lab or cleanroom.

Lower shelves and cabinetry systems available upon request.

16 powder coat finishes available.

9 different countertops options.

Made in Austin, TX.

Included systems parts are end frames, center frame, upper h-frame, intermediate frame, bottom floor frame, 

The customizable and adjustable FabWall™ is a patented 

laboratory system ideal for labs seeking future flexibility. 

FabWall™ divides laboratory floor plans into discrete 

workspaces; it is cubicles for lab spaces, allowing 

independent research to happen in the same lab. As 

research grants shift, so can your laboratory space. Simply 

remove the demising panels that separate lab spaces 

and build hubs for research teams to interact and work 

together. Add more FabWall modules to subdivide the 

space further. FabWall™ is a significantly less expensive 

and more flexible solution than fixed casework. 

Formaspace is proud to be the only commercial 

manufacturer in the U.S. to provide FabWall™, a flexible 

lab partition system.

Lab Partition Modules

FABWALL™
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Lab Partition Modules

FABWALL™
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Lab Partition Modules
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Front & rear legs are height adjustable with adjustable leg kits.

Worksurface height range of 30” to 42” using adjustable legs.

Adjustable shelves using slotted brackets.

3 depths of worksurfaces & 3 widths of workbenches. 

Adding back-to-back users is optional & cost effective.

Ships knock-down (flat packed) for reduced freight cost.

Easy assembly using only 6 bolts.

Power is routed in the unit & requires a power strip.

Wire management included via wire troughs (2 above, 1 below).

Ease of routing services from above or below.

Single configuration parts are designed to be universal.

Services & wire management troughs also serve as rear spreaders.

Easy installation and reconfiguration.

Designed to work with overhead service panels.

9 countertop & 16 powder coat finish options.

Contact us for a list of available accessories.
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Back-to-Back Flexible Bench

Formaspace FLX is a component welded, steel framed 

lab bench that ships knock-down (flat packed for easier 

shipping). It assembles with only 6 bolts! This bench is a 

game changer for the industry because it was designed & 

engineered specifically to address common issues in the 

lab environment. Visible electrical cords are hidden along 

with services in wire management troughs. FLX is designed 

to work with overhead service panels and routing service 

lines from above or below. Single configuration parts are 

designed to be universal for ease of use and installation. 

Back-to-back configurations require only a worksurface 

and a support frame with 2 legs. The FLX system will help 

reduce cost in both freight and installation while 

maximizing space & efficiency. Labs with FLX can be 

repurposed and reconfigured quickly & easily.

FLX WORKBENCH
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Back-to-Back Flexible Bench

FLX WORKBENCH
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Back-to-Back Flexible Bench

FLX WORKBENCH
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CHEMICAL RESISTANT TOPS

Please note that all the comparisons mentioned here were compiled based on product information 

available from product brochures and manufacturer test results applying different chemicals. 

Formaspace did not perform any tests under similar conditions to compare the countertops listed below.

LAB APPLICATION

EPOXY RESIN PHENOLIC RESIN
COLORCORE

PNENOLIC
STAINLESS

STEEL
HDPE

Heavy duty Moderate Moderate
Moderate

to heavy duty
Light duty

to moderate

CORROSIVE 
CHEMICAL
RESISTANCE

High Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

High Moderate Moderate High Moderate

High Moderate
Moderate

to high
High Poor

LEAD TIME Long Moderate
Longer than

others
Long Quick

MATERIAL
Paper&resin 

based
Paper&resin 

based
Stainless steel Plastic based

PRICE

Silica and
resin based

Food service,
medical, clinical

Medical,clinical,
bio-science

Medical,clinical,
bio-science

Chemical,
industrial

Marine biology,
food&beverage

CORBON-BASED 
CHEMICAL
RESISTANCE

TEMPERATURE
RESISTANCE

SAMPLE
ENVIRONMENTS

COLOR-CORE PHENOLIC RESIN

MAPLE BUTCHER BLOCK

HDPE

EPOXY RESIN

STAINLESS STEEL

PHENOLIC RESIN

Countertop Colors

COUNTERTOP OPTIONS



If you work with materials contaminated or 

potentially contaminated with pathogens, 

Formaspace offers biosafety cabinets from a 

number of pre-approved providers.
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SPECIALTY LAB CABINETS

Depending on your lab environment, Formaspace will work with you to provide specialty cabinets for your 

laboratory environments.

BIOSAFETY CABINETS

Flammable cabinets store flammable liquids and 

other hazardous materials where there is a high 

risk of combustion. Safely store flammable liquids 

in fire-resistant safety cabinets to reduce the risk of 

a damaging fire outbreak in your lab or workplace 

while meeting OSHA fire codes and safety 

regulations.

FLAMMABLE CABINETS

Acid storage cabinets allow you to safely store 

and vent acids and other corrosive liquids in your 

laboratory. Talk with your Design Consultant to 

make sure you get the ideal acid storage cabinet 

for your lab work, from wall-mounted units to 

free-standing storage solutions.

ACID STORAGE



Formaspace will assist you with any type of fume 

hood, including ADA compliant fume hoods, 

conventional (bypass cav) hoods, add air, acid, 

radioisotope, bench-mounted, vav, walk-in, light 

duty and more. Inform your design consultant of 

your needs, and Formaspace will help you 

complete your project with the right fume hood 

for any lab requirement.
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SPECIALTY LAB CABINETS

FUME HOODS 

A glove box is a sealed container used to 

manipulate materials where a separate 

atmosphere is desired. They are commonly used 

to protect workers from hazardous materials or to 

protect chemicals and materials that may be 

sensitive to air or water vapor. 

GLOVE BOX

Formaspace can also supply pegboards, reagent 

shelves, overhead service carrier, oxygen racks, or 

any other specialty lab cabinets your project 

might require. Please contact us with your specific 

needs.

OTHER
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ESD PRODUCTS

Our ESD products will property ground your 

equipment and provide protection from 

Electrostatic discharge.

Formaspace can provide specialty ESD products 

in the following categories:

Add adjustable upper shelves for frequently used 

storage items. Our shelves are made of steel or 

melamine attached to steel unistruts for easy 

adjustments.

Workbenches

Shelving

Casters

Mats

Chairs

LAB BENCH PRODUCTS & ENHANCEMENTS

Adjustable Shelves

Bench Storage

Get extra storage for each bench by adding cubbies, stocked file drawers, metal tool 

drawer units, upper cabinets, utility drawers, and utility & file drawer combos.

Lighting and Other Accessories

Popular workbench accessories include overhead LED lighting. ESD kits, casters, monitor 

arms, cable management. CPU brackets, power strips, keyboard trays, and tool balancers.

Louvered Wall Panels & Bin Rails

Keep small parts within arms reach with convenient and inexpensive bin rails and 

polypropylene bins. Bins can be ordered separately. If you need more than 10 storage 

bins, add a louvered wall panel.
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CUSTOM WORKBENCHES

Our specialty is custom furniture on time & in 

budget. For over 40 years, we have been 

installing custom solutions for the most 

demanding requirements in the most extreme 

environments. Our in-house industrial design 

and engineering team welcomes any 

challenge. 

From modular workbench solutions that 

require custom services troughs to industrial 

workbenches with a load requirement of up 

to 20,000 lbs., we can deliver a solution as 

unique as our clients' vast & varied needs. 

Innovative solutions require innovative 

designs. Using our co-creation process, we 

engineer custom solutions to deliver products 

that meet the exact & specific needs of our 

clients, resulting in a more productive, healthy 

working environment. 

CO-CREATION PROCESS
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

1
Our client underwent a large laboratory expansion project, and Formaspace 

was the exclusive lab furniture provider. We delivered a fully modular solution to 

prepare them for future adaptability.

ARIOSA, A ROCHE COMPANY (SOUTH SAN JOSE, SILICON VALLEY)

Ariosa Project Gallery

2
Agilent is a leader in life sciences, diagnostics, and applied chemical markets.

The project pictured below is from 2015, but we had an expansion project in 2019.

AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES (CARPINTERIA, CA)

Agilent Project Gallery
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

GM Press Release

We supplied 500 custom workbenches in just 18 days when an urgent request 

came in from General Motors. These workbenches were needed to 

manufacture ventilators at the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. Our ability to 

pivot quickly to manufacture these ESD workbenches won us the business, and 

more importantly, helped GM manufacture those vital ventilators. 

3 GENERAL MOTORS (KOKOMO, IN)

4
Ginkgo Bioworks designs custom microbes for customers across multiple markets, 

developing new organisms that replace technology with biology.

GINKGO BIOWORKS (BOSTON, MA)

Ginkgo Project Gallery 
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

Abiomed is a publicly-traded medical devices company that develops and 

manufactures the circulatory support device Impella, the world’s smallest heart 

pump. It is the new $17 million Innovation Center.

5 ABIOMED – INNOVATION CENTER (DANVERS , MA)

Abiomed Stainless Steel Casework Gallery

Abiomed Wet Lab Benches Gallery

Abiomed Modular Benches & Carts Gallery

Abiomed Testing Lab Gallery

Fume Hood Project Gallery
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

Metrohm USA Opens Its New Headquarters in Florida.

6 METROHM - TITRATION LAB (FL)

Metrohm Titration Lab Project Gallery

Metrohm Casework Gallery

Metrohm Training Lab Gallery

Metrohm Instrument Storage Gallery

Metrohm Cabinetry Gallery
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When Dell decided to co-locate their global labs, they were challenged with a 

small space and high overhead with their servers costing over half a million 

dollars each. 

Our solution saved them enough floor space to eliminate the need for a new 

building, and our ESD solution saved them millions in labor annually. 

7 DELL (AUSTIN, TX)

PROJECT EXAMPLES
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WARRANTY

All office desks, conference tables, storage systems, lounge tables, and communication boards sold by 

Formaspace.com shall conform to the customer’s written specifications and shall be free of defects in 

material and workmanship for a period of 12 years warranty.

FORMASPACE STANDARD PRODUCTS

12 years All Formaspace-manufactured items, including Weldmarx Family 

Office Product line as well as purpose built custom products

1 year All Acrylic, PETG, Polycarbonate products

FORMASPACE NON-STANDARD (MODIFIED & CUSTOM) PRODUCTS

12 years Formaspace typical warranty covers modified, 

and custom product solutions when daily application and usage

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1 year Lighting fixtures, hydraulics, keyboard trays, and some CPU holders. 

Hydraulics are not warranted for misuse, abuse, side loads, impact loads,

or loads exceeding manufacturer’s recommendations

3 year

10 year

2 year

3 year

1 year

Seating products

Dual monitor mount

7-flex monitor mount

Casters

Leveling Caster

6 months Wire management systems

90 Days Power strips & light bulbs

Limited Lifetime Steel Cabinets & Drawers

3 years Laminate pedestals and storage cabinets

* Parts must be returned for warranty inspection.


